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I open the Omega Communications Portal again
and allow myself to be aware of the Station of Light
and the Beings there who are commissioned to help
us and I open to link with you. Therefore, as you are
receiving this, you are indeed ready for the next
inflow and experience of what is to come to us in
this session.
Therefore, be aware that you are already within the
receiving area of the Station of Light. What do you
expect to perceive here? Is it something beyond the
normal range of human eyesight, or is it completely
natural and normal to you? I feel that whatever you
expect to find here, as a welcoming space, it will
present itself to you. Even though you may be
aware of different surroundings to what I may
observe, we just need to accept that we are
together, we are allowing the information and
confines of the Earth life to drop away and we allow
ourselves to focus within the body of light, which is
you. This is how we begin this session today.

“The space indeed does welcome you here,
Dear One. Each and everyone we address
personally and individually and we mingle with you
at this time. You may perceive us as we move
amongst you. This is Orem addressing you and I
have with me of course, many other Beings of The
Command whose purpose it is to greet you, to meet
you and to introduce you to the flow of energy
coming forward to you at this time.
There are expectations amongst you of some
technical type information or guidance and through
the flow of energy and information presented to you,
there will be realisations you will gain, and
understanding, even though the pattern presented
to you may differ from what you expect it to be. We
are addressing you as conscious Beings here who
already are connected into that flow of information.
You are receiving it already within your light body
present here and thus you will be feeling adjustment
occurring in that way.
Surrounding you initially is the energy which
releases from you any matter which is trapped in
your energy field that has been attracted to you in
some way. Perhaps you have drawn it to you
consciously, perhaps you have been exposed to
something where you were not aware that it could
be inhibiting the flow of energy around you and
through you.
You each have been experiencing intense energy
since the previous transmission to you resulting
from changes occurring in the outersphere around
the planet and what is reflected into the planet,
coming in through the sun around which Earth is
circling and also information comes through
combined with that, relating to changing definitions
of alignment processes and individual dimensional
frequency changes. Life continually adapts and
changes to the flows coming forward to you. We are
momentarily adjusting your status and your
presence within some of those flows of energy, so
you may experience movement and you may

experience that you are moving through different
portals, or you are seeing different visions around
you and different places. It all relates to the
influence upon you and the manner in which you
draw in the energy, and what is appropriate for you.
So, as well as your conscious light body doing this,
there are higher aspects of you present also coming
forward to assist you. Those aspects are those who
exist primarily in this Station, but who have also
come forward from different timelines to witness the
process of your expansion into greater levels of
existence of consciousness. Understand from this
that you are being present within the city of light
structures. Already these have formed around you
as you are present here, so you are also present
within areas of the city of light structures. In
particular there is a structure around you on Earth
which intersects within an area within the city of light
structure and already you may feel you have been
elevated into the highest point of that energy
structure. Perceive what it feels like and what
comes into your mind as a shape, as a formation,
and you may also perceive Beings there with you. “

“We have wished to address you many times
in these Stations and some of you have observed
us in the area of existence within the waters on the
planet at the present time. We are that. We can
move between dimensions and spaces and the
energy within this crystalline structure civilisation is
also represented within the area beneath the waters
on the planet, so there is merging of both energy
spheres at this moment. You will feel the presence
of this within your knowingness, centred within the
upper chest of your physicality body and also within
your light body which represents the physical body
in this sense, so you are being harmonised between
these two states of existence. Part of one, but a
different aspect – part of Earth, but again, a different
dimensional frequency, different light patterns,
different formations.

Also, this is a deep construction from Source
Energy that is appropriate and relevant for you to
experience at this time.
You have not left, you have not departed your
physicality, and yet you are existing in these other
dimensional aspects and also time spheres. So, all
that you may understand from this, is that you are
able to, with guidance, experience being in many of
these dimensional spheres, momentarily of course.
We want you to gather in the higher field frequency
from all of these areas you are experiencing and this
will help you as you participate in the experiences
around you on planet Earth presently.
In helping you in this way, you are able to keep a
clear understanding of what is happening and to
gain clearer understanding, whatever is required as
an individual being, and also this helps you to
participate in creation of what is felt is needed,
required totally to provide a more sustainable
experience on the planet as it is. You will be aware
of changes and patterns which can be known to
interfere with the healthiness of the physical unit, so
we are doing our bit to help you process the change
in a way that you will be able to expand into a higher
level of existence above any such effect that could
have been introduced to prevent you from
expanding and exploring into these other states.
You are indeed absorbing all of this, which is what
was required and we withdraw and we reconnect
you with Commander Orem.”
“Orem speaking again and this information and
energy around you will help you sustain your own
energy needed of course at this time.
To reinforce this for you, I enclose you in a sphere
of light and you may be aware of the energy moving
into you within this sphere. You may feel energy
points that have been dull, being cleared. You may
feel enlivened as a result of this – and that is done.

Many of you may be questioning timeframes, and
what is time, and is there a length of time required
for the expansion, is there a length of time available
to be productive in what you want to do, is there a
length of time measurable before there is a major
discontinuation of life on the planet. There are many
questions you each have, dependent on your own
thoughts and what you have been receiving in your
news items and other information layers and
sources. There is no fixed time. Time as you know
it, changes in accordance with what you focus on
and how you react in an emotional or mental state.
You will consider that now in the days ahead of you,
and we also want you to understand that you have
many opportunities to expand and listen to various
discourses, you still continue and would need to
continue, allowing your own higher self to influence
you. The higher self aspect which connects into the
energy from Source Essence. We talk about this in
every session for you, so it becomes familiar and so
you are immersed in that and you practice that.
Everything you do should work in with that pattern.
Now going beyond this again, we are reassembling
you into the receiving area of the Station and here I
welcome Ulea into this space. “
“Thank you Commander Orem, Ulea
addressing you again here, with joy, as I am happy
that you have drawn this particular information into
you from the deeper Beings who have aligned with
you in this moment and who are continuing to work
within the waters on the planet and to link you into
areas of the city of light. Arising from all of this
different frequency exposure, you may be feeling
dissatisfaction with some of the actions you perform
presently and with some of the food that you eat.
Again you will be choosing energy in whatever form
which will sustain you in an energetic pattern. Foods
are designed to increase the energy and to process
and transform that which you take into you.
Energy coming over you at this moment continues
to support you and uplift you and you may feel your
attention is moving up and down, hearing words and
the words are fading, and back and forth.

All of this is in relationship to your presence here
and how you are able to absorb the pattern.
Symbolically it means that what you are receiving is
beyond a pattern that has been painted to you and
yet it is emerging through the presence of water, or
liquid in some form. When you observe the water
that you drink before you drink it, you may be seeing
patterns within it and you will see that which needs
clearing and that which is coming in to enhance it.
This is the effect that the Beings in Oceania are able
to bring to you, to enhance the water for you, and
everything that contains the water that you take in. I
needed to point this out to you at this time
Ulea out “

Lani again and I am coming back to bring you back
to Earth after this wonderful experience with these
Beings within the Station and so you must also now
make the effort and have your intention, to bring all
of this back into your energy form within and around
your body. Your light body is doing this and has it
all, and yet it still needs your conscious allowance
and intention for it to fully manifest in you.
I found this to be interesting and helpful myself
today and now it is time for me to complete this
transmission and be with you as you fully reconnect
to your physical life and surroundings and the
current time on Earth.
Thank you

Lani
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